MATERIALS NEEDED

SPIRAL RING NOTEBOOK
MASKING TAPE
PENCIL
ACRYLIC PAINT MARKERS
LIGHT COLORED SPRAY PAINT
ACRYLIC SPRAY FINISH
STEP 1: USE MASKING TAPE TO MASK OFF METAL EDGE OF NOTEBOOK
STEP 3: LIGHTLY SPRAY NUMEROUS COATS ONTO NOTEBOOK COVER UNTIL PAINT IS OPAQUE
Step 4: After paint is dry, remove masking tape and begin sketching design onto cover.
STEP 5: USE PAINT MARKERS TO BEGIN FILLING AND COLORING YOUR DESIGN
Step 6: After colors are dry, go through an outline design with black paint marker.
Step 7: After colors are dry, re-cover the notebook as before and do light even coats on the cover with your spray finish.
Step 8: Enjoy